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OAK SIDEBOARD 
a simple lines sideboard all in solid oak. 

it has two hidden drawers and four divisions
divided by adjustable or removable shelves that

allows you to store any type of objects.

designer wewood design center

wewood.eu/products/sideboards/oak
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speciFications 
 
the structure, legs, interior drawers  and 
doors in solid walnut. 
adjustable or removable shelves.

FinisHings 

oak finished with linseed oil & uv protection

eXtra inFo 
 
inspired by the simplicity of the vintage design, 
oak is characterized by its clean lines and 
minimal detailing.  
a sideboard that highlights the warm and 
natural feeling of oak wood, bringing 
a beautiful nature element to any living and 
dining room. 
the two sliding doors hide a full-length shelf 
making it great storage solution.

http://www.wewood.eu/products/sideboards/casanova
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golour cHairtoma wall Hanger

dimensions 
 
w 1860mm H 840mm d 450mm | 1.10m3

w 73.2” H 33” d 17.7”
weight 71kg | 156lbs
ref. ww002w 

packed in 3 volumes:
structure & legs, 2 doors and 2 drawers

goes well witH

scarpa w sideboard

care & maintenance 
 
wewood products are made with passion and expertise 
under a serious commitment to quality, built to last 
a life time and so they need some maintenance care 
to keep them in perfect conditions.
solid wood is sensitive to thermal shock, so it’s 
important to gradually introduce the furniture to 
any new environment or some changes may occur.
taking care of solid wood furniture couldn’t be easier.  

for daily maintenance use a dry cloth and from 
time to time use a slightly damp cloth.
don’t panic about spills, just wipe the surface with 
a dry cloth, it’s protected thanks to the finishes 
we use.
all our products are finished with linseed oil that 
enhances and protects the natural beauty of wood. 
additionally we apply uv protection that prevents 
discoloration and forms a water repellent layer.
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http://www.wewood.eu/products/sideboards/casanova
http://www.wewood.eu/products/accessories/toma
http://www.wewood.eu/products/sideboards/scarpa
http://www.wewood.eu/products/chairs/golour
http://www.wewood.eu/products/sideboards/oak
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our team works every day to create products 
that represent values such as passion, 

function, aesthetics and know-how, which 
represents the brands dna.

the dedication present at all stages 
of production and the combination of the 

crafstmanshio, high tecnology and innovative 
design results in a natural and certified 
product made with passion and expertise.

for all of this to be possible, we always keep 
a respectable and trustworthy relation with 

our employees, suppliers and clients, making us 
proud to consider them all part of our own 

wewood family.
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